Introduction
In some papers several authors generalize the study of ordinary rings to the case where the ring operations are respectively m-ary and n-ary. The existence of such theories has motivated us to extend the divisibility theory in ordinary rings to the case (m,n)-rings.
I'or self-containment we give some definitions and results which will be used in the sequel. A detailed investigation may be found in the papers mentioned in the references. We shall use terminology and notations of [V], [9] and [5] .
A non-empty set R is called an (m,n)-ring if the following conditions are satisfied: (i) There exists an m-ary operation g, called the addition, such that <R,g> is a commutative m-group.
(ii) There exists an n-ary operation f, called the multiplication, such that <R,f> is an n-semigroup.
(iii) The operation f is distributive with respect to g, i.e. i=1,2 n and x 1 x n ,y 1 ,... ,y m e R.
This paper and [9] make basic part of the paper which was awarded^the prize in J.Marcinkiewicz competition for the best student's work in the academic year 1976/77.
(1) for all -19 -An ordinary ring is a special case of an (m,n)-ring, namely for m=n=2. t The concept of (m,nj-rings was introduced by Cupona [7] and, in a special case, by Boccioni [ij. The more general concept is introduced by Celakoski in [3] . In [6] is generalized the method of constructing quotientrings to the case of (m,n)~ -rings. The paper [5] is concerned with homomorphism theorems and some idealtheoretic aspects. I described (see [10J ) a special class of n-groups <G,f> which are (n,n)-rings over itself i.e. <G,f,f> are (n,n}-rings. For n=2 this class is trivial.
A zero of 31 (if it exists) is an element z e R, such that f^z.x") = f(x 2 ,z,x") = .
If a zero exists, it is unique and it is denoted by 9 . R* denotes the set if 0 exists and R otherwise. A neutral element of <R,f> is called an identity of & and it is denoted by e. For n > 2 there exists a commutative (n,n)-ring which every element is an identity in this (n,n)-ring [10] . Moreover, there exists an (m,n)-ring without any zero and any identity. For example: a two-elements non-idempotent 3-group considered as a (3,3)-ring has not a zero and an identity (see also §2.3 in [5] ).
An element x e R is called an additive or multiplicative, idempotent, if x is an idempotent in <R,g> or <R,f> respectively. Since the addition is commutative, an additive idempotent is a neutral element for this operation. It is easily verified that if a^,...,a , b e R are additive idempotents, then g(a™) a^d f are additive idempotents for all e R and i=1,2,...,n. Hence, if 31 has only one additive idempotent, this idempotent is a zero of Jl .
A non-empty subset G of an m-group <R,g> is called an m-subgroup of <R,g> , if it is closed under the operation g and if x e G, then also x e G. An m-subgroup <G,g> of <R,g> is called an ideal of <R,g,f> , if f^x^" 1 e G for all a e G, x 1 ,... ,x e R and i=1 ,2,... ,n. 
for all x 2 ,...,x n e R. Hence i^8^) £ C^(Jt), which completes the proof. Proposition 1.5. If C(3U is non-empty, then it is a maximal commutative (m,n)-subring of {R. . Corollary 1.6. An (m,ni-ring 9, is commutative if and only if, C(ft) = R.
It is well knowr that the group S n is generated by cycles (1,2) and (l,2,...,n), Hence Proof.
Ar (m,n)-ring 31 is an (m,n)-sfield, if <R,f> is an n-group" Let x be a skew element (under f) ( A (n~2) S to x. Since C. (!R) = R,, we have a = f\a,x, x J = f * = fuc,a,x, x J for all a,x e R. Applying Corollary 9 in [8] , we infer that is commutative. Observe that the standard i-center of an n-semigroup <R,f>, i.e. the set (4) Z ± (!R) = jaeR : f(a,x^; = f(^.xj -1 ,a,x? +1 ) for
is an m-subgroup of <R,g> . In general, it is not an (m,n)-subring of 3R, . Indeed, if !R is a non-commutative (m,4)-ring, then we have f (aj) = f (f for all Z^(!R) and x^,x 2 ,x^e R. Hence, in general, it is not true that f^a^eZ^(iR). An (m,n)~ring 31 is called cancellative, if an n-semigroup <R,f> is cancellative [9] . A cancellative (m,ri)-ring has not zero-divisors [6], I proved in [l0^] that a cancellative (m,n)-ring R has not additive idempotents, or only zero (if it exists) is an additive idempotent, or <R,g> is an idempotent m-group. Jin ideal B is called prime, if implies that a^ e B for some i=1,2,...,n. h principal ideal of 32 is called a maximal principal ideal, if it is maximal (with respect to inclusion) in the set of proper principal ideals of IR, . Proposition 2.6. Let ! R be an (m.n)-domain and let be R*.
(ij b is an invertible element of ¡ R if and only if < b> = R.
-25 -(ii) b is irr&ducible if and only if <b> is a maximal principal ideal, (iii)
b is prime if and only if the proper ideal <b> is prime.
Proof.
As an example ws prove (iii). If b is prime and £ <b> > then b|f^a^). Since b is prime, b|a^ for some i.
Hence a^ e <b> , i.e. < b> is a prime ideal of 31 . Now, let <b> be a prime ideal and let b|f(a^). Then f(a") e <b> . This means that a,^ e <b> for some i.
Therefore b| a -j_ an d b is p^ime. 
where ^i e E a' (iii) ffff^x^ = 6(x1 )«fi(x2)'...»5(xn) for all x1 ,x2,.,. ,xn, y \ RQ such that a = g ^f ,y ,9,..., 9^, wh.pre either y = 9 or §(y) < 8(b). As in a binary case we can prove that the final nonzero remainder of this n-ary Division Algorithm is a greast common divisor of a and b.
A very important role in the theory of (m,n)-rings is played by (m,2)-rings. We give several particular interesting properties of (in,2)-rings. In general, these properties are not true for (m,n)-rings, if n > 2. 
The proof is analogous to the case of ordinary rings (see [2] p. 96-101). 
